
Model Validation / Review 
Discussion

AP

Why is this different to validating documents? DB Formality of the language causes barriers

Documents require people to mentally filter them for relevant content

What are you trying to achieve?

Don’t write SEMP post hoc

Look-out for familiar patterns - ask expected questions

Don’t gallop off modelling 
without the end in mind IM Echoed this

JC When to stop?
Model should tell a story (Michael Vinarcik)

When no more questions are being raised

RB

Have 'Modeller' views & 'Reviewer' views

Always trace to source (Document / Workshop / Conversation, etc)

Use a framework It adds an objective test

Why are you doing the audit? Is it to pass through a 
process gate or a genuine desire to increase quality?

JJ Need to understand Validation 
versus Verification (V vs V)!

TC (&NR) Models can’t only be accessible 
to modellers RK “Keep the audience in mind”

RK
Stakeholders can overlay their 
own understanding on 
ambiguous text

IM How do we know reviewers are 
up to the job?

DMN
See: Legal codification of language (as wasted effort!)

See: Haddon-Cave Review

DB Can improve model with ontology (Framework)

AT Only show stakeholders appropriate views

IMT
Workforce may be inexperienced DMN Engineering not Science (Good Enough)

Always hearing “How do I get my message across”

DMN
The modeller is not the customer

ISO 42010 limits Arch Levels (Includes framework for Arch Analysis)

IC

Check model in config-
management tool

Published and commented on 
via web

Incremental review, released as 
paper-based report

Limited to 1 hour

Over time the model became 
primary (& sole) source

Showed rework in model

SP

Record assumptions as you go

Validation - check assumptions

IM "Optimal point of relevance"

DMN NASA Standard 7009 Asks 
these questions

AP Also context

Use Modelling Patterns
Fowler and others

Anti-patterns

YF Need to do stakeholder analysis for MBSE How will customers receive and 
process models?

Approach

Model Metrics

Static Inspection

ATMake use of  Animation / Simulation

Demonstration

DBMake use of Parametrics

ProcessHave a review processJTUse Checklists

LifecycleWhen should we validate?JTEarly and often

What Tools can be used used 
for review?

Reports

MBSE ToolAs used by model builders

Web collaboration / reviewing tools

CGJFNC use reviewer specific stereotypes

Rules
Manual checking

Auto checking
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